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Abstract

In this work, we explore the usefulness of contextualized embeddings from

language models on lexical semantic change (LSC) detection. With diachronic

corpora spanning two time periods, we construct word embeddings for a selected

set of target words, aiming at detecting potential LSC of each target word across

time. We explore di�erent systems of embeddings to cover three topics: con-

textualized vs static word embeddings, token- vs type-based embeddings, and

multilingual vs monolingual language models.

We use a multilingual dataset covering three languages (English, German,

Swedish) and explore each system of embedding with two subtasks, a binary

classi�cation task and a ranking task. We compare the performance of di�erent

systems of embeddings, and seek to answer our research questions through

discussion and analysis of experimental results.

We show that contextualized word embeddings are on par with static word

embeddings in the classi�cation task. Our results also show that it is more

bene�cial to use the contextualized embeddings from a multilingual model than

from a language speci�c model in most cases. We present that token-based setting

is strong for static embeddings, and type-based setting for contextual embeddings,

especially for the ranking task.

We provide some explanation for the results we achieve, and propose improve-

ments that can be made to our experiments for future work.
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1 Introduction

Languages evolve over time, and in particular, word meaning changes through time.

One is not unfamiliar with the example of English word mouse, which acquired a new

meaning of ‘hand-operated electronic device’ after the invention of computers. A per-

son without linguistic training can easily observe such change of word meaning while

reading documents of di�erent time periods. Computational linguists are interested in

detecting change of word meanings from large textual corpora through computational

methods, and the �eld of study is known as lexical semantic change (LSC), which

has gained increasing attention with the availability of corpora and advancements in

language representations. There have been ongoing e�orts in the NLP community on

automatic detection of semantic change, and diachronic LSC detection has become a

standard approach, with various methodologies developed by di�erent researchers. A

climax was reached with the shared task on LSC (Schlechtweg et al., 2020) at SemEval-

2020 and the Italian follow-up task DIACR-Ita (Basile et al., 2020), inviting a large

group of participants and gathering the wisdom of researchers working on the same

topic.

Current approaches to diachronic LSC detection mainly rely on various meaning

representations, especially semantic vector spaces. Count-based vector spaces such

as Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) and Random Indexing (RI) have

been applied to LSC detection and proved to be useful (Basile et al., 2015; Levy and

Goldberg, 2014). Static word embeddings such as Skip-Gram with Negative Sampling

(SGNS) (Mikolov, K. Chen, et al., 2013; Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013) have also been

adopted by many researchers in solving LSC detection and produced impressive results

(Kaiser, Schlechtweg, and Walde, 2020; Zhou and Li, 2020). Some other researchers have

explored the usefulness of a variety of contextualized embeddings in LSC detection, and

obtained fruitful results (Beck, 2020; Rother et al., 2020). The results of SemEval-2020

shared task show the dominance of systems based on static embeddings (Schlechtweg

et al., 2020), but it’s premature to draw the conclusion that static embeddings surpass

contextualized embeddings in LSC detection.

Over the past few years, transformer-based language models, such as BERT (Devlin

et al., 2019), have improved the state-of-the-art results on many NLP tasks. The rep-

resentations from pretrained language models are able to capture context-sensitive

information, and are thus useful resources for LSC detection. However, the optimal

method of utilizing the contextualized embeddings from pretrained language models

in LSC detection is still an open question.

Though both the SemEval-2020 and the Italian LSC tasks provide a shared evaluation

framework with two benchmark tasks, they provide each corpus in two versions, raw

texts and lemmatized texts. The study of using di�erent versions of the corpus to solve

LSC can make a valuable contribution to this line of research.

This thesis work aims at exploring contextualized word embeddings from pretrained

language models in unsupervised LSC detection, and experiment with both monolin-

gual and multilingual language models. We implement a uni�ed evaluation metric

based on cosine distance (CD), so as to compare the performance of contextualized

embeddings with that of static embeddings under the same framework. We use both

versions (raw texts and lemmatized texts) of each corpus to compare the di�erences of

generated results.
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1.1 Purpose

Language models have been shown to be powerful in di�erentiating a word’s mean-

ing among di�erent usages, at the word-in-context (WiC) disambiguation task, by

leveraging the context of a target word, and the multilingual language models are

especially powerful (Martelli et al., 2021). For each individual usage of a word, the

interpretation of its meaning depends on the context. LSC detection is highly related

with word meanings in di�erent usages, and we believe it is important to take the

context into account for each usage. It is thus valuable to see whether the ability of

language models in WiC disambiguation can also be transferred to LSC detection.

Current approaches to diachronic LSC detection are overwhelmed by systems based

on static embeddings. The usefulness of contextualized embeddings from language

models in LSC detection has not been fully discovered. Language models are pretrained

on large amount of raw texts, therefore it is more natural to generate embeddings

from raw texts instead of lemmatized texts. However, it’s not guaranteed that using

the corpus of raw texts is preferable to the lemmatized corpus in LSC detection, but

the provision of a corpus in two versions makes the corresponding research readily

available.

What’s more, it is di�cult to compare the performance of di�erent models based on

varied metrics and pre- and post-processing methods. This thesis work implements a

uni�ed metric based on cosine distance to facilitate comparison of models based on

diversi�ed embedding systems. Under this uni�ed framework, we pose three research

topics, upon which we carry out a list of experiments. The purpose of this thesis

project is as following:

• Experiment the usefulness of contextualized representations from language

models on diachronic LSC detection, and compare with performance of static

embeddings, to see if context helps in LSC detection.

• Explore both monolingual and multilingual language models on LSC detection,

to see if multilingual language models can bene�t from joint training.

• Explore both type- and token-based embeddings, to discover whether it is bene-

�cial to consider each in�ected form of a word.

1.2 Outline

The rest of this thesis consists of the following:

• Chapter 2 introduces the fundamental concepts of lexical semantics and lexical

semantic change (LSC). We provide an overall introduction of semantic vector

spaces, from count-based vector spaces, static word embeddings to contextual-

ized word embeddings. We introduce the transformer architecture and BERT. We

present the recent work in LSC, with a focus on the shared task and participating

systems.

• Chapter 3 describes the details of the experimental setup, including the datasets,

system design, semantic distance metric, and evaluation metric. We also intro-

duce the language models used in this thesis project, the multilingual BERT and

each of the language speci�c models.

• Chapter 4 presents the results of our experiments, accompanied by short dis-

cussions and analyses. We also compare our results with those of the shared

task to present the stance of this thesis work.
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• Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this thesis project. We re�ect upon our

experiments and discuss the improvements that can be made for future work.
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2 Background

2.1 Lexical Semantics

In linguistics, lexical semantics is the study of the meanings of words (Ullmann,

1959), and the semantic relations between them, where words are interpreted in a

broader sense as lexical units (i.e. words, sub-words, compounds, etc.). In lexical

semantics, an important �eld of study is the semantic relation between lexical units (i.e.

hyponymy, hypernymy, synonymy, antonymy, and homonymy) and the interpretation

of such relation is often determined by surrounding contexts, which corresponds to

the contextual approach to lexical semantics proposed by Cruse et al. (1986).

2.2 Lexical Semantic Change

Human languages evolve over time, resulting in various linguistic changes (i.e. phono-

logical, spelling, semantic etc.). In lexical semantics, linguists pay attention to the

change of word meaning across time, described as lexical semantic change or semantic
shifts. Bloom�eld (1933) de�nes lexical semantic change (LSC) as “innovations which

change the lexical meaning rather than the grammatical function of a form.”

The nine classes of semantic shifts by Bloom�eld (1933) is an important contribution

to the categorization of LSC. Six of the nine classes are complimentary pairs along a

particular spectrum, such as the ‘narrowing’ - ‘widening’ pair (shifting from speci�c

to more general meaning). Modern English word dog has a general meaning compared

with its Middle English equivalent dogge, which refers to a dog of a particular breed.

Hence, the same word can be perceived di�erently, when placed in di�erent time

periods. One famous example is the word gay, the most frequently-used sense of

which shifts from ‘carefree’ to ‘homosexual’ during the 20th century.

The causes of semantic shifts fall into two main categories: linguistic drifts and

cultural shifts (Hamilton et al., 2016a; Kutuzov et al., 2018), where the former refers to

regular yet slow changes of word meaning and the latter refers to cultural factors like

new technologies.

2.3 Semantic Vector Spaces

The NLP community are interested in approaching LSC through computational meth-

ods, which have been made possible with the increasing availability of corpora and

semantic representations. Current approaches to LSC detection rely on meaning rep-

resentations from semantic vector spaces, from the earlier count-based vector spaces,

to recent word embedding models, namely the static and contextualized word embed-

dings.

2.3.1 Count-based Vector Spaces

A count-based vector space is a matrix " constructed from a corpus� , where each cell

"8, 9 refers the number of occurrences of a wordF8 and a context word 2 9 . By applying

transformations to " , the resulting matrix can be e�ectively applied to LSC task, as

shown by Hamilton et al. (2016b).
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Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) In PPMI representations, the

value of each cell "8, 9 in the raw co-occurrence matrix " is further weighted by the

positive mutual information between the wordF8 and the context word 2 9 . Each cell

of " is transformed by "%%"�
8,9 =<0G

{
;>6

(
(F8 ,2 9 )

∑
2 (2)U

(F8 ) (2 9 )U
)
− ;>6(:), 0

}
, where : refers

to the probability of actual occurrence of (F8 , 2 9 ) and U is a smoothing parameter to

reduce bias towards rare words (Levy and Goldberg, 2014; Levy et al., 2015).

Random Indexing (RI) RI is a dimension reduction technique widely used in

distributional semantics, by projecting high-dimensional vector space into a low-

dimensional space with a random projection approach, known as Johnson-Lindenstrauss

lemma (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984; Sahlgren, 2005). The dimensionality of the co-

occurrence matrix is reduced by multiplying with a random matrix ':"'� = "' |V |×3 .

The choice of the random vectors is key in constructing RI. Basile et al. (2015) proposed

the sparse ternary vectors, a methodology widely adopted by researchers.

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) SVD is constructed by truncating the opti-

mal rank 3 factorization of the co-occurrence matrix " via L2 loss (Eckart and Young,

1936). In NLP community, it is common to factorize the PPMI matrix "%%"�
with SVD,

instead of the raw matrix " , and such approximation is achieved by "(+� = *3
∑?

3
,

where ? is a parameter for eigenvalue weighting (Levy et al., 2015).

2.3.2 Static Word Embeddings

The progress of machine learning techniques has brought advances in natural language

processing, and the complexity of models requires high-quality language representa-

tions. The distributional hypothesis that words tend to have similar meanings if they

frequently appear in the same contexts lays the foundation for distributional semantic
modeling in vector spaces. Static word embeddings are trained on a large corpus with

a �xed vocabulary, and the resulting vectors assign a single vector to a word present

in the vocabulary.

The widely-known Word2Vec algorithm generates word vector representations

e�ciently from large corpora, based on distributional properties of words, introduced

and later optimized by Mikolov, K. Chen, et al. (2013) and Mikolov, Sutskever, et al.

(2013). The Word2Vec algorithm can be implemented in two model architectures with

di�erent training objectives, Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram, as

shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Two model architectures for Word2Vec (Mikolov, K. Chen, et al., 2013)
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The Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) model takes the context (both sides) of a

selected word as input to predict a target word, and the objective is to maximize the

likelihood of the target word. Word order in the context window does not in�uence

the prediction of CBOW, thus the model is categorized as a bags-of-words model. The

Continuous Skip-gram model takes a target word as input to predict its surrounding

context, and the goal is to maximize the likelihood of context words. Word order is

important in Skip-gram, and the window size of the context greatly in�uences compu-

tational complexity. Mikolov, Sutskever, et al. (2013) proposed negative sampling to

optimize the Skip-gram model. The optimized Skip-gram with Negative Sample (SGNS)

model is based on Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) (Gutmann and Hyvärinen, 2012;

Mnih and Teh, 2012), by introducing negative samples (i.e. a target word and a word

randomly sampled from a noise distribution) alongside positive samples (i.e. a target

word and a word in its context) during training.

2.3.3 Contextualized Word Embeddings

Unlike static embeddings, contextualized embeddings aims at capturing the subtlety

and complexities of word use by taking the context of individual usage into considera-

tion. McCann et al. (2017) used a deep LSTM encoder from an attention-based model

for machine translation (MT) to learn contextualized word vectors called CoVe, and

tested CoVe on a variety of NLP tasks. Peters et al. (2017) presented a general semi-

supervised approach to sequence tagging with the contextual embeddings pretrained

from bidirectional language models.

Peters et al. (2018) introduced ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) as a new

type of deep contextualized word representations. Peters et al. (2018) experimented

with ELMo representations on six challenging NLP tasks, and showed substantial

improvements on state-of-the-art results. ElMo representations are learned from deep

bidirectional LSTMs trained on large text corpora with a language modelling objective,

by making a linear combination of the internal layers, and the combination of the

intermediate layers can be task-speci�c.

Transformer-based language models (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2018) brought

a new paradigm of pretraining and �ne-tuning to solving NLP tasks, and greatly

improved the results of various downstream tasks. Among them, the BERT family play

an important role. These language models are pretrained on large corpora and have

learned high-quality language representations. In this thesis work, we focus on the

transformer-based language models, and BERT.

Transformer

The Transformer architecture was �rst introduced by Vaswani et al. (2017) and quickly

circulated in the NLP community as a major architecture for solving all sorts of

downstream tasks. Unlike sequence transduction models which rely on recurrent or

convolutional units, the Transformer is based solely on its attention mechanisms and

has an encoder-decoder structure (Vaswani et al., 2017).

A�ention The attention function aims at encoding the input sequence in a way that

each token in the sequence preserves the informative relations with other tokens. To

that end, Vaswani et al. (2017) map a query and a set of key-value pairs to compute

the output as weighted sum of the values.
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Figure 2.2: The Scaled Dot-Product A�ention and Multi-Head A�ention as presented in

Figure 2 in Vaswani et al. (2017).

Scaled Dot-Product A�ention Given a query and a set of keys, their dot product

is scaled by
1√
3:

and then further computed with a softmax function to get the corre-

sponding weights, which are multiplied with the values to get the output. The scaled

dot-product attention for the whole input sequence can be computed simultaneously,

by packing the queries, keys and values into matrices & ,  , and + , and the function is:

A�ention(&, ,+ ) = so�max(& 
)

√
3:
)+ . (2.1)

Figure 2.2 shows the process of scaled dot-product attention. Vaswani et al. (2017)

adopts the scaling factor
1√
3:

to avoid the growing magnitudes of the dot products,

which can lead to unwanted extremes of gradients.

Multi-Head A�ention In Multi-Head Attention, the attention function is per-

formed ℎ times corresponding to number of heads. Vaswani et al. (2017) show that it

is bene�cial to learn multiple linear projections of the queries, keys and values, and

the computation can be performed in parallel, as also illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Encoder-Decoder Structure In the encoder-decoder architecture, the encoder is

responsible for encoding the inputs, and the decoder generates task-speci�c outputs.

In the Transformer model, both the encoder and decoder are constructed with a stack

of Multi-Head Attention layers, as shown in Figure 2.3.

BERT BERT refers to Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers

(Devlin et al., 2019), and is pretrained on large corpora with two supervised tasks:

masked language modeling (MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP).

• MLM uses [MASK] to randomly replace 15% of the input sequence and the model

is responsible for predicting the masked tokens.

• NSP takes a sentence-pair as input, and the model performs a binary classi�cation

task to predict whether the �rst sentence is followed by the second sentence.
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Figure 2.3: The encoder-decoder structure in a Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017).

BERT models come with di�erent variations de�ned by the number of layers !, the

sizes of hidden units � , and the number of attention heads �, with BERTBase (L=12,

H=768, A=12) and BERTLarge (L=24, H=1024, A=16).

BERT uses a sub-word model called WordPiece (Wu et al., 2016) for tokenization, so

that a word is sometimes represented by multiple sub-tokens. For instance, the word

“feud” can be separated into “_fe” and “ud”, where the “_” is a special character added

to the beginning of a word as a method to mark word boundaries.

2.4 Related Work

More and more NLP researchers have joined the research of LSC. Frermann and Lapata

(2016) proposed a dynamic Bayesian model to detect diachronic meaning change, and

applied the same system to the SemEval-2015 task 7 about diachronic text evaluation

(Popescu and Strapparava, 2015). Hamilton et al. (2016b) experimented with several

word embeddings on large historical corpora. In the meantime, Schlechtweg et al. (2017)

aimed for an unsupervised, language-independent framework for general-purpose

semantic change and showed the e�ectiveness of the proposed framework in detecting

German metaphoric change. A general survey on LSC was delivered by Kutuzov

et al. (2018), summing up the concept, methodologies, and challenges of diachronic

LSC. Until recently, Schlechtweg et al. (2020) present the �rst evaluation framework,

“Unsupervised Lexical Semantic Change Detection” at SemEval-2020, featuring two

subtasks and high-quality datasets of four languages (English, German, Latin, and

Swedish). The Italian LSC task DIACR-Ita (Basile et al., 2020) follows the same paradigm

as the SemEval-2020 shared task, adding one more language to the existing multilingual

framework. The two shared tasks have invited quite a number of participants, who

have presented the usefulness of di�erent methodologies.

2.4.1 Shared Task on Lexical Semantic Change

The SemEval-2020 shared task
1

on unsupervised LSC detection provides manually-

annotated diachronic corpora for English, German, Latin, and Swedish. Each diachronic

corpus includes two time-speci�c corpora �1 and �2, corresponding to time periods C1
and C2. For each language, there is a selected set of target words, and two subtasks.

1
https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/20948
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• Subtask 1 is a binary classi�cation task; given the set of target words, the goal

is to determine whether a target word experiences change of meanings or not

between �1 and �2.

• Subtask 2 is a ranking task, to rank the given target words by the degree of LSC

between �1 and �2.

The Italian task DIACR-Ita (Basile et al., 2020) shares the same paradigm with the

SemEval-2020 task, but keeps only the binary classi�cation task.

Both tasks provide each corpus in two versions, the raw texts and the lemmatized

texts. By default, participants of the two LSC shared tasks use the lemmatized cor-

pora for their submitted systems. For SemEval-2020 task especially, the corpora of

original texts were released at post-evaluation time. With two versions of each corpus,

the concept of token- and type-based embeddings has drawn much attention from

researchers.

2.4.2 Token- and Type-Based Word Embeddings

The di�erentiation of token- and type-based word embeddings is key in solving LSC

detection, and the concepts are stressed by Kaiser, Schlechtweg, and Walde (2020) and

Laicher et al. (2021). The determination of token- or type-based embeddings relies

mainly on the corpus used for training the embeddings, to be more speci�c, the original

texts or the lemmatized texts.

Type-based Embeddings The type-based embeddings are trained on lemmatized

texts, so a general vector represents a word, regardless of its in�ected forms. For

instance, the vector of go can refer to either going, gone, or any other in�ected forms

of lemma go, which are reduced to the corresponding lemma during the lemmatization

of the corpus.

Token-based Embeddings The token-based embeddings are trained on the original

texts, so each in�ected form of a word will be represented by a corresponding vector.

Unlike in type-based embeddings, going, gone, and goes each will have a di�erent vector

representation, instead for sharing with that of go.

2.4.3 Alignment

When solving diachronic LSC detection, if two vector spaces are trained separately on

�1 and �2, alignment is necessary in order to compare a target word’s embeddings

from the two time periods, by aligning the two matrices via a common coordinate axis

(Schlechtweg et al., 2019).

Column Intersection (CI) CI is often used to align count-based vector spaces, since

the columns refer to context words which can appear in both vector spaces (Hamilton

et al., 2016b). The aligned matrices � and � ( for time periods 0 and 1 respectively) are

���∗9 = �∗9 ∀2 9 ∈ +0 ∩+1
���∗9 = �∗9 ∀2 9 ∈ +0 ∩+1 .

(2.2)

Orthogonal Procrustes (OP) OP can be applied to vector spaces constructed with

SVD, RI, and SGNS. Following Hamilton et al. (2016b), Schlechtweg et al. (2019) use a

binary matrix � to represent the dictionary, so that �8, 9 = 1 if F8 ∈ +1 corresponds

to F 9 ∈ +0 , for vocabularies from time periods 0 and 1, and �nd a mapping matrix

13



, ∗, which minimizes the Euclidean distances between �’s mapping �8∗, and � 9∗:
, ∗ = argmin

,

∑
8

∑
9

�8, 9 ‖�8∗, −� 9∗‖2.

2.4.4 Systems Based on Static Embeddings

For SemEval-2020 LSC task, all the top performing systems are based on static-type

embeddings, and the di�erence lies in alignment method (Schlechtweg et al., 2020).

The UWB system (Pražák et al., 2020) uses SGNS to obtain semantic vectors from

both �1 and �2, and align the two spaces with both cross-lingual mapping Canonical
Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Brychcın et al., 2019) and OP. Pražák et al. (2020) computes

the cosine distances (CD) between target word embeddings from the aligned vectors,

so as to generate outputs for both subtasks, and the team ranks 1BC for the binary

classi�cation task and 4Cℎ for the ranking task. Zhou and Li (2020) use both SGNS and

PPMI to obtain static embeddings, and also implement cosine distance as the distance

metric. Zhou and Li (2020) propose Gamma Quantile Threshold as an innovating

method to �nd the threshold value for the classi�cation task in a statistical manner.

The IMS system can be summed as SGNS+VI+OP, where the VI (vector initialization)

alignment is substantially experimented with and shown to be competitive to OP

adopted by other top-ranking systems (Kaiser, Schlechtweg, Papay, et al., 2020). Kaiser,

Schlechtweg, Papay, et al. (2020) observe a relationship between dimensionality and

frequency-induced noise, which is highly sensitive to the dimensionality parameter.

For the Italian task, Kaiser, Schlechtweg, and Walde (2020) show the SGNS+VI+OP

pipeline is still powerful.

The SChME system also implements SGNS+OP, but Gruppi et al. (2020) combine

two metrics as the �nal measurement, a neighborhood-based metric called Mapped

Neighborhood Distance (MAP) obtained from second-order cosine distances of a target

word’s nearest neighbors and a self-de�ned word frequency di�erential.

Although SGNS dominates the choice of constructing static embeddings, several

other types of static semantic embeddings are explored by task participants: Gaussian

Embedding (Vilnis and McCallum, 2015) is implemented by Iwamoto and Yukawa

(2020); Cassotti et al. (2020) adopts Dynamic Word2Vec (Yao et al., 2018) for explicit

alignment; Zamora-Reina and Bravo-Marquez (2020) use Temporal Referencing (Du-

bossarsky et al., 2019) as the main method to obtain word embeddings; Asgari et al.

(2020) train the static word embeddings with fastText
2
; GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014)

is used by Jain (2020).

2.4.5 Systems Based on Contextualized Embeddings

Though outperformed by static embeddings, contextualized embeddings are largely

explored in both LSC shared tasks. As a default setup, the participating systems use

the lemmatized corpus to obtain the embeddings.

Beck (2020) capitalizes on BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to obtain contextual embeddings,

and takes a maximum of 500 sentences for each target word. Beck (2020) takes some in-

novative approaches to the ΔLATER and COMPARE metrics from DURel (Schlechtweg

et al., 2018) and proposes the ΔCOMPARE metric for the ranking task. The Discovery

Team (Martinc et al., 2020) use language-speci�c BERT to retrieve contextual embed-

dings for each of the four language, and explore the embeddings both with averaging

the target word embeddings, and clustering them with k-means algorithm (Frey and

Dueck, 2007). Similarly, Kanjirangat et al. (2020) obtain target word embeddings from

BERT, and calculate the Euclidean distances between the vectors of di�erent usages of

2
https://fasttext.cc/
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a target word, which are further clustered with k-means, in joined corpora (combined

corpus of both time periods) and in separate corpora (clustering within a corpus).

Rother et al. (2020) apply dimension-reduction to the contextual embeddings from

BERT with the UMAP algorithm, and compare two clustering models, hierarchical

density based clustering (HDBSCAN) and Gaussian Mixture models (GMM). The

resulting 10-dimensional embeddings perform surprising well for English dataset

(Rother et al., 2020).

Apart from BERT, the multilingual RoBERTa (XLMR) (Conneau et al., 2020) is also

used by some other systems. Cuba Gyllensten et al. (2020) obtain the contextual

embeddings from XLMR for all the four languages, and use k-means++ to cluster the

vectors, setting the number clusters to a �xed number (8).

Arefyev and Zhikov (2020) apply lexical substitution to the original corpus with

word sense induction (WSI) (Amrami and Goldberg, 2018), and then obtain word

embeddings from a �ne-tuned XLMR. Arefyev and Zhikov (2020) also use clustering

models to process the obtained contextual embeddings.

Apart from BERT and XLMR, Kutuzov and Giulianelli (2020) use ELMo (Peters et al.,

2018) to obtain contextualized embeddings; they take the mean of the vectors and use

cosine distance to measure LSC; they also use pairwise distance between all vectors of

word usages, and then cluster the obtained distances.

2.4.6 Other Related Works

Given that so many systems based on contextual embeddings are outperformed by

static embeddings in two LSC shared tasks, �nding an explanation becomes a question

of interest. Bearing this in mind, Laicher et al. (2021) explore di�erent methods of

retrieving contextual embeddings from BERT (i.e. di�erent combinations of layers), and

implement a �ne-grained clustering pipeline, which includes Agglomerative Clustering

(AGL) for clustering and the Silhouette Method (Rousseeuw, 1987) for estimating the

number of clusters. Laicher et al. (2021) report that word form bias strongly a�ects

clustering performance, and the orthographic information of vectors of the target

word contributes to the low performance of BERT’s contextual embeddings in LSC.

Focusing on static type-based embeddings, Kaiser et al. (2021) carry out a thorough

study on the e�ects of pre- and post-processing on LSC detection with such embeddings,

where pre-training refers to pre-train the embedding model on large text corpora

before continuing to train on the diachronic corpora and post-processing involves

applying further transformations to obtained vector spaces. Kaiser et al. (2021) show

that pre-training is particularly helpful for diachronic corpora of small sizes, and

post-processing can also improve the results but is sensitive to parameter choices.
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3 Experimental setup

The main interest of this work is to explore the usefulness of contextual embeddings

from language models in unsupervised LSC detection task, and to answer three research

questions: 1) can contextualized embeddings improve the results achieved by static

embeddings in LSC; 2) are multilingual models more bene�cial than language-speci�c

monolingual models in solving LSC; 3) is it really the case that type-based embeddings

are more bene�cial than token-based embeddings. The experiments are designed in a

structured way to answer the corresponding research questions. For a given corpus

(original texts or lemmatized), both contextual embeddings and static embeddings for

the target words will be trained, where the contextual embeddings are obtained from

a multilingual language model and a monolingual model. As such, for each language

dataset, there will be six sets of embeddings. For any embedding type, the target word

will be represented by a single vector, facilitating comparisons across all systems of

embeddings. The following sections will introduce the experimental setup in detail.

3.1 Data

The datasets provided by the SemEval-2020 LSC task are used in this work, but we keep

only three out of the four languages, which are English, German, and Swedish. Latin

is not included in our experiments, for the following reasons: 1) mBERT is not trained

on Latin, so it is di�cult to compare the contextual embeddings from mBERT for Latin

texts with a Latin BERT; 2) Latin is a more or less static language, and its usage is

limited in academia at current time; 3) the Latin corpora provided by SemEval-2020

task span across a very long time period, especially for the corpus of C2 (0 − 2000).

The dataset for each of the three languages consists of two corpora, corresponding to

time periods C1 and C2, thus as diachronic corpus. Table 3.1 sums up the basic statistics

of the datasets in this work.

�1 �2
Corpus period tokens types TTR Corpus period tokens types TTR

en CCOHA 1810-1860 6.5M 87k 13.38 CCOHA 1960-2010 6.7M 150k 22.38

de DTA 1800-1899 70.2M 1.0M 14.25 BZ+ND 1946-1990 72.3M 2.3M 31.81

sv Kubhist 1790-1830 71.0M 1.9M 47.88 Kubhist 1895-1903 110.0M 3.4M 17.27

Table 3.1: Datasets statistics, adapted from Schlechtweg et al. (2020). TTR refers to Type-

Token ratio (no. of types / no. of tokens * 1000)

Each corpus � has two versions, the original texts and the lemmatized texts. The

lemmatized corpus is constructed by �rst lemmatizing and POS-tagging the original

texts, and then replacing each token with its lemma and removing punctuation at the

same time. Table 3.2 is an example from the English corpus �1, the original sentence

and its lemmatized version.

here be a bag_nn of gold it must be gold i �nd in the chest kate speak of

Here is a bag of gold -- it must be gold -- I found in the chest Kate spoke of .

Table 3.2: Examples for a lemmatized sentence (top) and its original version (bo�om)
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English The English dataset is taken from the Clean Corpus of Historical American

English (CCOHA) (Alatrash et al., 2020), which includes texts from 1810s to 2000s. The

two time-speci�c subcorpora are constructed in a way that the data sizes are balanced

and the target words are available (Schlechtweg et al., 2020).

German For German, the earlier corpus�1 is taken from the DTA corpus (Deutsches

Textarchiv, 2017), and the later corpus �2 is a combination of the BZ and ND (Berliner

Zeitung, 2018; Neues Deutschland, 2018) corpora. The texts in the DTA corpus contain

di�erent genres, while both BN and ND consist of texts from newspapers.

Swedish The Swedish corpus is part of the Kubhist corpus (Borin et al., 2012), which

contains Swedish news articles from the 18th-20th century.

Target words For each language, there is a selected set of target words, de�ned as

1) words that experienced changes of meanings from C1 to C2, either losing or gaining

sense(s); 2) words whose meanings remained stable through the two time periods.

The selected target words are balanced for POS and frequency in �1 and �2, so as to

minimize potential modelling biases (Schlechtweg et al., 2020). Table 3.3 summarizes

the target word statistics for each language. The English target words are labeled with

POS, as to consider the LSC of a target word in a particular POS (i.e. “bag_nn” from

the example in Table 3.2).

Language Target Words Changed Words Stable Words
English 37 16 / 43% 21 / 57%

German 48 17 / 35% 31 / 65%

Swedish 31 8 / 26% 23 / 74%

Table 3.3: Target words statistics for each language.

3.2 Embeddings

3.2.1 Static Embeddings

All static embeddings are trained with Skip-Gram with Negative Sampling (SGNS)

(Mikolov, K. Chen, et al., 2013; Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013) and we align the vector

spaces between �1 and �2 with Orthogonal Procrustes (OP). We adopt the pipeline

LSCDetection
1

by Schlechtweg et al. (2019) and make some adjustments to �t our own

experimental design. Table 3.4 lists the parameter settings for training SGNS for each

language. We set the dimension of English SGNS vector to a small value of 100, for

reason that the two corpora of the English dataset have much fewer tokens and types

than those of German and Swedish, as shown in Table 3.1.

Language dim win k
English 100 10 5

German 300 10 5

Swedish 300 10 5

Table 3.4: Parameter se�ings for training SGNS of each language (dim=dimension of the

vector, win=context window size, k=number of negative samples)

1
https://github.com/Garrafao/LSCDetection
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Figure 3.1 exempli�es the full pipeline of training SGNS for a diachronic corpus. The

preprocessing part �lters out sentences containing words of low frequency. For the

lemmatized corpora, we follow Schlechtweg et al. (2019), while for corpora of original

texts, we adopt the frequency of 5 to exclude sentences containing a word that appears

less than 5 times in the whole corpus. The corresponding vector spaces (+1 and+2) are

trained on the preprocessed corpora, and aligned with OP. From the aligned vector

spaces, the embeddings for a target word in �1 and �2 can be obtained.

• Type-based embedding will be the vector of a target word’s lemma.

• Token-based embeddingwill be the averaged vector of all the vectors for a target

word’s in�ected forms. Although there might be some correlation between a

target’s in�ected forms and its sense(s), such information is unknown and taking

the average can avoid bias towards particular in�ected form.

Figure 3.1: The pipeline of training SGNS for each diachronic corpora.

3.2.2 Contextual Embeddings

We use mBERT and a language speci�c BERT to obtain the contextual embeddings

for the target words in each language. For a sentence with a target word, we feed the

whole sentence to a BERT model and take the corresponding target word vector from

the last layer feature vector, as shown in Figure 3.2. If a target word is represented by

multiple sub-tokens, the averaged vector over all sub-tokens will be the �nal vector

for the target word.

Figure 3.2: The pipeline of obtaining a target word embedding from mBERT. The example

sentence is “A grand a�ack is apparently at hand” with target word “a�ack”.

For a target word, we sample a maximum of 500 sentences with the target word

from a corpus � to obtain the contextual embeddings. When the number of sentences
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is not balanced between�1 and�2, we apply a re-sampling method for the corpus with

fewer sentences, which is to create more samples from a sentence by chunking it into

di�erent sizes (to the minimum of 80% of the original size). We also limit the maximum

number of samples to be generated from a sentence to 5. First we sample the sentences

from the lemmatized corpus, and use that as pivot to retrieve corresponding sentences

from the corpus of the original texts. The �nal embedding for a target word will be the

averaged vector of the set of contextual embeddings. We take the average to retain

a balanced representation of all usage cases. It is possible to perform an aggregated

method by considering the proportions of in�ected forms, but we would presume that

a word’s meaning correlates the frequency of its in�ected forms. Figure 3.3 shows the

pipeline to obtain a single vector representation for a target word from �1 and �2.

Figure 3.3: The pipeline to obtain a contextual embedding for a target word from a selected

set of sentences in �1 and �2.

For each language, we obtain two sets of contextual embeddings from mBERT and

a language speci�c BERT. Table 3.5 lists the language models used for each language.

Language Models
English mBERT, English BERT (en_BERT)

German mBERT, German BERT (ge_BERT)

Swedish mBERT, Swedish BERT (sw_BERT)

Table 3.5: Language models used for each language to obtain the contextual embeddings.

English BERT The English BERT is pretrained on English text corpora with MLM

objective, and was introduced by Devlin et al. (2019) as the �rst of the BERT families.

There are cased vs uncased variants of English BERT, where the uncased version is

trained on lower-cased texts, and is not case-sensitive. In this work, we use the cased

version of English BERT.

Multilingual BERT The Multilingual BERT (mBERT) is a multilingual extension of

BERT, which is trained on Wikipedias texts of 104 languages. mBERT only has a cased

version, so the model is case-sensitive to inputs.

German BERT The German BERT
2

is trained on a mixture of German texts from

Wikipedia, open-source legal documents, and news articles, and is also a case-sensitive

model.

2
https://deepset.ai/german-bert
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Swedish BERT The Swedish BERT
3

is released by the National Library of Sweden,

trained on Swedish texts from di�erent sources (i.e. books, news articles, government

publications, etc.) (Malmsten et al., 2020). The Swedish BERT is also case-sensitive.

3.3 Task

This work follows the SemEval-2020 Task 1 setting, and aims at solving two subtasks

on the selected set of target words for each language.

• Binary classi�cation, classifying each target word as a word which changed its

meaning from C1 to C2, or a stable word. The label to be assigned to each target

word is “True” or “False”.

• Ranking task, to rank the target words by the magnitude of LSC.

3.4 Distance Measure

We use Cosine Distance (CD) to measure the distance of a target word embedding from

�1 and that from�2. CD is based on cosine similarity, which measures the similarity of

two vectors (®G , ®~) by their cosine angle (Salton and McGill, 1986), and the calculation

is as following:

cos( ®G, ®~) = ®G · ®~√
®G · ®~

√
®~ · ®~

. (3.1)

To measure the dissimilarity between two vectors (®G , ®~), CD is then de�ned as:

�� ( ®G, ®~) = 1 − cos( ®G, ®~). (3.2)

For a target word F , the LSC of F between time period C1 and C2 is calculated

by �� ( ®FC1, ®FC2). We use CD for both sub-tasks. We decide on CD, instead of other

measures, for reason that it applies to all the embedding systems covered by this work

and we seek to evaluate di�erent embedding models under a uni�ed framework.

3.4.1 Threshold Value for Classification Task

Given a set of target words and CD values, a threshold value de�nes whether a word

has experienced LSC or not by comparing with the word’s CD. If a target word has a

CD above the threshold value, the target word is classi�ed as a changed word, and

vice versa. In this work, we calculate the mean of the CD values ��<40= and the

standard deviation (std) of the selected set of target words, then the threshold value is

obtained by applying a grid search between a certain number of std above��<40= . We

experiment with 0.5−4 units of std, and calculate corresponding classi�cation accuracy

from the gold labels. We present the the best result of each embedding system.

3.4.2 Rank the Target Words by LSC

We order the target words by the CD values as metric of LSC. The re-ordered target

words are then our results for the ranking task.

3
https://github.com/Kungbib/swedish-bert-models
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3.5 Evaluation Metric

The classi�cation task is evaluated with accuracy. Each target word is labelled with

0 and 1, where 0 refers to a stable word and 1 refers to a changed word. Accuracy

measures the percentage of target words which are correctly labelled, as following:

�22DA02~ =
|?A4382C43 ;014;B ∩ 6>;3 ;014;B |

|?A4382C43 ;014;B |
The ranking task is evaluated with Spearman’s rank-order correlation coe�cient

d , which measures the correlation between two rankings. The value of Spearman’s

d ranges from −1 to 1, where 1 means identical rankings and −1 means completely

opposite rankings.

For Spearman’s d , the order of the target words determines the �nal value, but the

actual values are not important. When there are ties, the average of the ranks will be

assigned to target words sharing the same rank value (i.e. two words both ranked 1

will be ranked 1.5). The absolute value of Spearman’s d can be interpreted with the

guideline in Table 3.6.

Spearman’s d Correlation
0.00 - 0.19 very weak

0.20 - 0.39 weak

0.40 - 0.59 moderate

0.60 - 0.79 strong

0.80 - 1.0 very strong

Table 3.6: Guideline (Fowler et al., 2013, p. 164) of interpreting the absolute value of Spear-

man’s d .
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4 Results and Discussion

We present the results of our experiments on LSC detection with di�erent systems

of embeddings, covering three lines of research, static vs contextual embeddings,

multilingual vs monolingual language models, and type- vs token-based embeddings.

We report the results of each system of embeddings on the two subtasks with a uni�ed

evaluation metric based on cosine distance. For Subtask 1, the classi�cation accuracy

is presented, and for Subtask 2, the Spearman’s rank-order correlation coe�cient d is

presented.

All results are summed up in Table 4.1, and we provide some system results from the

SemEval-2020 shared task during task evaluation time in Table 4.2. Most of our systems

are stronger than the baseline system provided by the shared task, except for the

extreme case of the ranking task for the German dataset, for which our contextualized

embeddings perform poorly, but the baseline system has poor result in the same

situation. Compared with the best results, we generate better or similar results in

many cases, and our results on the Swedish dataset are especially strong. For English

and German, our systems are inferior to the best systems in Subtask 1.

In Table 4.3, we provide the signi�cance test results
1

of di�erent systems in this

work, and the comparison goes along the axes of the three research topics of interest.

The following sections discuss the results from each of topic of interest, and we also

present additional analysis to potentially explain achieved results.

Language System Model Subtask 1 (accuracy) Subtask 2 (Spearman’s d)

English

Token

mBERT 0.595 0.419

en_BERT 0.595 0.106

SGNS 0.568 0.800

Type

mBERT 0.622 0.528

en_BERT 0.595 0.359

SGNS 0.59.5 0.661

German

Token

mBERT 0.667 0.001

ge_BERT 0.667 0.006

SGNS 0.646 0.542

Type

mBERT 0.625 0.001

ge_BERT 0.646 0.001

SGNS 0.646 0.787

Swedish

Token

mBERT 0.807 0.294

sw_BERT 0.742 0.209

SGNS 0.742 0.768

Type

mBERT 0.774 0.473

sw_BERT 0.774 0.462

SGNS 0.742 0.603

Table 4.1: Summary of the performance of each embedding system on both subtasks. Sub-

task 1 is evaluated by accuracy, and Subtask 2 is evaluated by Spearman’s rank

correlation d .

1
We use a signi�cance level of U=.05. If the ?-value is smaller than U , the null hypothesis is rejected;

vice versa.
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System
Subtask 1 Subtask 2

EN DE SV EN DE SV

Best 0.730 0.750 0.774 0.436 0.725 0.604

Baseline 0.432 0.417 0.258 -0.217 0.014 -0.150

Table 4.2: Results of SemEval-2020 shared task during task evaluation time, with the best

results and the baseline (Schlechtweg et al., 2020), where the baseline result is

achieved by normalized frequency di�erence of each target word in the two corpora.

Axis Subtask 1 Subtask 2
Multi-Context vs Static .038 .005

Mono-Context vs Static .041 .002

Token vs Type .452 .090

Multi vs Mono .190 .061

Table 4.3: The ?-values of paired sample C-test (Diez et al., 2019) along di�erent axes, cor-

responding to the three topics of interest, under the null hypothesis that the

performance di�erence is equal to zero along the compared axis. Multi refers to

multilingual language models, while mono refers to the language specific monolin-

gual models.

4.1 Contextual vs Static Word Embeddings

As shown in Table 4.1, contextual embeddings are comparable to static embeddings in

Substask 1, but are consistently inferior to static embeddings in Subtask 2. According

to results of signi�cance test in Table 4.3, the ?-values are all below .05, so we reject

the null hypothesis that the mean performance di�erence of contextual embeddings

and static embeddings is close to zero in both subtasks.

For the classi�cation task, in many cases, using contextual embeddings achieves

better results, either for the embeddings from mBERT or a language speci�c BERT, with

a maximum improvement of 6.6 percentage points in the Swedish dataset, trained on

the corpora of original texts. In cases where static embeddings outperform contextual

embeddings, the maximum improvement is only 2 percentage points for the German

set trained on the lemmatized corpora.

For the ranking task, static embeddings perform better than contextual embeddings

by large margins across di�erent settings. There are cases where static embeddings

achieve a d score 0.7 higher than that achieved by the corresponding contextual

embeddings, i.e. the German set with type-based embeddings and the English set with

token-based embeddings. In the best case of contextual embeddings, its d score is still

0.13 behind the corresponding static ones, for the Swedish type-based embeddings.

4.2 Multilingual vs Monolingual Language Models

In general, using contextual embeddings from mBERT achieves better results on both

subtasks, with very few exceptions across all settings, and the improvement is not

always consistent across two subtasks and languages. From Table 4.3, the ?-value

for Subtask 1 is much larger than .05, so the null hypothesis can not be rejected, and

although the ?-value for Subtask 2 is only slightly larger than .05, the null hypothesis

is also not rejected. The performance di�erence between the contextual embeddings

from the multilingual language and the language speci�c model is very small.
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When mBERT and the language speci�c BERT share similar or sometimes the same

performance on Subtask 1, the same result is not observed in Subtask 2. In general,

when mBERT has similar performance as the language speci�c BERT in Subtask 1,

there is usually improvement in Subtask 2. For instance, in the English setting with

the corpora of original texts, both mBERT and the English BERT have an accuracy

of 0.595 for the classi�cation task, but mBERT achieves a d score of 0.419, almost 0.3

higher than the 0.106 of English BERT.

When the performance of contextual embeddings from mBERT is inferior to those

from the monolingual BERT for Subtask 1, both perform poorly for Subtask 1. To be

more speci�c, mBERT and the German BERT share an accuracy of 0.667 in setting

with corpora of original texts, they achieve d scores of 0.001 and 0.006 respectively,

which means that the predicted ranking orders almost have no relationship with the

gold ranking.

Results are varied across the three languages when the contextual embeddings from

mBERT are used. For Subtask 1, mBERT consistently performs best on the Swedish

dataset, and worst on the English dataset. For Subtask 2, mBERT achieves moderate

performance on both English and Swedish datasets, but has consistent poor results on

the German dataset.

4.3 Type- vs Token-based Embeddings

For token- and type-based embeddings, we observe mixed results, where both systems

of embeddings share similar performance on Subtask 1, but varied performance on

Subtask 2. Our signi�cance test results show the same tendency, as shown in Table

4.3, especially for Subtask 1. For Subtask 1, the ?-value is much larger than .05, but for

Subtask 2, the ?-value is only slightly larger than the U value.

For Subtask 1, surprisingly the static type- and token-based embeddings achieve

exactly the same accuracy across all languages, with the highest accuracy of 0.742 on

the Swedish dataset and the lowest accuracy of 0.568 on the English dataset. With

contextual embeddings, the token-based embeddings achieve slightly higher accuracy

than the type-based ones when using mBERT, but lower accuracy with the Swedish

BERT, on Subtask 1.

For Subtask 2, the token-based contextual embeddings are inferior to type-based

variants in most cases, and the improvement is stronger for monolingual language

models. In particular, the Spearman’s d scores achieved by the type-based embeddings

from the English BERT and the Swedish BERT are much higher than those achieved by

the token-based embeddings from the same model. However, for static embeddings, the

performance di�erence between token- and type-based embeddings is not consistent

across languages. To be more speci�c, the Spearman’s d scores achieved by static

embeddings decrease from using type-based embeddings to using token-based ones

for English and German, but all d scores are above 0.6, showing relatively strong

correlation with the gold ranking.

4.4 Additional Analysis

4.4.1 The Training Data

Among the di�erent systems of embeddings in this work, only the static embeddings

require an actual training process. For each of the time-speci�c corpus, the SGNS

vector space is trained on those time-speci�c texts, and retains the distributional

properties for that time period. For contextual embeddings, however, there is no
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actual training process, since the embeddings are directly obtained from the pretrained

language models, which are trained on modern texts. The results achieved by contextual

embeddings are thus more impressive, and present the strong potential of pretrained

language models.

Among the three languages, contextual embeddings achieve better results on the

Swedish dataset than the other two languages. It should be pointed out that the training

data for the Swedish BERT largely overlap with the Swedish dataset used in this work,

because both contain textual resources provided by the National Library of Sweden

(KB). Therefore, the Swedish BERT is able to generate high-quality embeddings for

Swedish target words. For mBERT, its Swedish training data are taken from Swedish

Wikipedia, which does not overlap with our Swedish dataset, but the results obtained

by the contextual embeddings from mBERT are as strong as the Swedish BERT.

Even through the earlier time period of the three language goes back to the 18th

century, the language models pretrained on modern texts are able generate high-

quality language representations for historical texts, as the results discussed in Section

4.1.

4.4.2 The Cosine Distances

As shown in Table 4.4, we take a closer look at the cosine distances generated by

individual system and observe the phenomena of both polarity and conformity of the

values, which further lead to the the bias in both subtasks.

Language System Model Positive Negative Mean Std

English

Token

mBERT 0.027 0.973 0.052 0.031

en_BERT 0.027 0.973 0.035 0.017

SGNS 0.000 1.000 0.703 0.955

Type

mBERT 0.703 0.297 0.042 0.026

en_BERT 0.189 0.811 0.030 0.017

SGNS 0.351 0.649 0.980 0.120

German

Token

mBERT 0.021 0.979 0.062 0.044

ge_BERT 0.021 0.979 0.043 0.031

SGNS 0.000 1.000 0.703 0.955

Type

mBERT 0.062 0.938 0.033 0.018

ge_BERT 0.042 0.958 0.020 0.013

SGNS 0.125 0.875 1.022 0.102

Swedish

Token

mBERT 0.129 0.871 0.053 0.043

sw_BERT 0.097 0.903 0.056 0.033

SGNS 0.000 1.000 0.581 0.908

Type

mBERT 0.097 0.903 0.026 0.014

sw_BERT 0.032 0.968 0.033 0.019

SGNS 0.000 1.000 0.992 0.082

Table 4.4: Proportions of positive and negative predictions of each system of embeddings on

the classification task. We also provide the mean and standard deviation of the

cosine distances produced by each system of embeddings.

We observe prediction bias of our systems for the classi�cation task, with a strong

bias towards negative predictions, labelling a target word as a stable word. The confu-

sion matrices of our systems (see Figure 4.1 and 4.2) to visualize the bias. As shown in

Table 4.4, a vast majority of target words are labeled as stable in all settings, especially

for the token-based embedding systems and static embeddings.
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(a) English - mBERT (b) English - English BERT (c) English - SGNS

(d) German - mBERT (e) German - German BERT (f) German - SGNS

(g) Swedish - mBERT (h) Swedish - Swedish BERT (i) Swedish - SGNS

Figure 4.1: The confusion matrices of systems trained on the corpus of lemmatized texts.

The polarity and conformity of cosine distances also have a strong impact on

the results for the ranking task. The polarity of cosine distances generated by the

static embedding systems corresponds to the strong performance on the ranking task.

Meanwhile, the conformity of cosine distances generated by the contextual embedding

systems corresponds to the inferior results on the ranking task.

By reducing the representation of a target word to a single vector, we bypass the

the problem of considering the in�ected forms and individual usages, but the problem

is not solved. CD is calculated upon the reduced vectors, so the existing bias from the

vector generation process will be enlarged. Ethayarajh (2019) discovers the anisotropy

phenomenon existing in the contextualized embeddings from BERT, which leads to

very high average cosine similarity between the embeddings of random word pairs.

Since CD is based on cosine similarity, the conformity of the values generated by our

contextual embeddings can partly be explained by the anisotropy phenomenon.

4.4.3 Data Imbalance

We observe data imbalance among the three languages, which refers in particular

to the number of sentences associated with a target word in the diachronic corpora.

Table 4.5 shows the number of target words with fewer than 100 or 150 sentences in

�1 and �2 of each language. For Swedish, most of the target words appear in more
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(a) English - mBERT (b) English - English BERT (c) English - SGNS

(d) German - mBERT (e) German - German BERT (f) German - SGNS

(g) Swedish - mBERT (h) Swedish - Swedish BERT (i) Swedish - SGNS

Figure 4.2: The confusion matrices of systems trained on the corpus of raw texts.

than 150 sentences in each corpus, with only 8 target words in �1 which appear in

less than 150 sentences. For English, all of the target words have over 100 sentences in

both corpora, but a few target words appear in less than 150 sentences, 13 for �1 and

8 for �2. For German, almost two thirds of the target words appear in less than 150

sentences in �1, and for �2 the proportion is over one third.

The magnitude of such sample imbalance between two corpora correlates with

the performance of contextual embeddings, especially in Subtask 2. All four sets of

contextual embeddings for the German dataset perform poorly in a consistent way,

with Spearman’s d value close to 0, indicating very weak correlation with the gold

ranking. For English and Swedish, all sets of contextual embeddings perform better

than those of German, and there is also improvement from token-based to type-based

contextual embeddings. The same trend is not observed in Subtask 1, for reason that

extensive grid search is implemented so that the optimal accuracy is achieved; however

the results for Subtask 2 can not be optimized in any way. For static embeddings, as

there is no need of sampling for each target word and the full dataset is always used,

the issue of data imbalance does not pose a big problem.
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Corpus1 Corpus2
Language <100 <150 <100 <150 Total No.
English 0 13 0 5 37

German 26 31 0 18 48

Swedish 2 8 1 1 31

Table 4.5: Number of target words with fewer than 100 and 150 sentences in each corpus.

“Total No.” refers to the total number of target words for each language.

4.4.4 Spelling Changes

Language change involves both semantic and spelling changes at the same time. For

the explored three languages, target word spellings remain rather stable for English

and Swedish from C1 to C2, but those of German have experienced various changes.

The problem of spelling change greatly compromises the ability of language models,

which are trained on textual corpora from recent times. Since all the language models

in this work use a sub-word model for tokenization, subtle changes in spelling make

huge di�erences to the composition of a word, and thus the �nal vector, which is

the averaged vector over all sub-units. Table 4.6 shows the spelling changes of the

three umlauted vowels in German. The “e” over vowel spelling exits only the �rst time

period (1800-1899) of the German diachronic corpus.

Corpus1 Corpus2
a
e

ä

o
e

ö

u
e

ü

Table 4.6: Spelling change of German vowels from C1 to C2

Spelling normalization is common in language development, so it is usually the case

that a target word evolves to have fewer in�ected forms. Table 4.7 summarizes the

number of target words in each language with decreasing number of in�ected forms.

For German, over half of the target words experience strong spelling normalization,

while in English and Swedish, only a small portion of target words involve such

changes.

Language No. / Total No.
English 7 / 37

German 28 / 48

Swedish 8 / 31

Table 4.7: Target words which have fewer inflected forms from C1 to C2.

Table 4.8 shows an example of target word “beimischen" (“mix in”) in German, with

17 in�ected forms in �1 but only 7 in �2. As is also common in other languages, letter

“y” and “i” are used interchangeably in the earlier period, but in the later period, “y” is

never used in the place of “i”, after spelling normalization.
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Although BERT’s sub-word model can handle all instances of “beimischen", each

in�ected form consists of very di�erent subtokens, which a�ect the obtained contextual

embedding.

beyzumischen, beimischen, beimischte, beymischt

beymischend, beymischte, beimischt, beimischten

beygemischt, Beimischungen, beymische, Beimischung

beizumischen, beimische, beigemischt, beymischen, beigemischten

beimischen, beimischte, beimischt

beizumischen, beigemischt, beimischten, beimischend

Table 4.8: Inflected forms of “beimischen" in �1 (top) and �2 (bo�om)
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have experimented with both contextual and static word embeddings in LSC

detection, where we have also explored multilingual vs monolingual language models

and token- vs type-based embeddings. Our results have demonstrated the usefulness

of both contextual and static embeddings in detecting lexical semantic change. We

discuss about several factors that a�ect the results of our systems: 1) the training data

for obtained target word embeddings; 2) the data imbalance of sentences associated

with the target words in the two corpora; 3) the polarity and conformity of cosine

distances generated by di�erent systems; 4) the spelling changes of di�erent languages.

We attempt to answer the three research questions of this work with the obtained

results:

• Contextual embeddings are comparable to static embeddings in classifying a

target in terms of LSC, but are inferior to static variants in the ranking task.

Among the three languages, the German dataset poses the most di�culty for

contextual embeddings.

• Using contextual embeddings from mBERT generates better results for both

subtasks than using a language speci�c BERT in general cases. The cross-lingual

ability of mBERT is strong in this LSC task.

• Token- and type-based embeddings generate mixed results. For contextual em-

beddings, it is overall bene�cial to follow the type-based setting, especially in

performing the ranking task; for static embeddings, the token-based setting

improves the performance on Subtask 2.

• Our results are bound to the experimental design, especially the uni�ed eval-

uation framework based on cosine distance. The inherent features of each di-

achronic corpus and the linguistic shifts of individual language (German in

particular) also play an important role in the results obtained.

There are several areas that can be improved for follow-up experiments. First of all,

the language models can be explored in more extensive setup, such as to obtain the

embeddings from di�erent layers, to �ne-tune the language model before using it as

feature extractor, and other potential methods. Apart from BERT, language models

using other transformer-based architectures (i.e. RoBERTa, XLM) are worth exploring,

for these models usually present various improvements from BERT. For target word

representations, reducing the set of vectors of di�erent word usages to a singly vector

is an overall simpli�cation, and we would like to explore other approaches.

Since we only use cosine distance as the single metric to measure LSC and observe its

limitations and bias, we would like to explore other metrics, and discover the potential

optimal metric for di�erent systems of embeddings, by substantially comparing the

results generated by di�erent metrics. For contextual embeddings from language

models, Giulianelli et al. (2020) propose three metrics for quantifying semantic change,

and their results show that di�erent metrics capture di�erent kinds of LSC information

(i.e. the Average Pairwise Distance (APD) is good at capturing broadening change of

word meaning).
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The contextual embeddings reply heavily on sampled sentences, namely word

usages. This work applies a simple criteria of taking a maximum of 500 sentences,

which is a heuristic approach. We would like to explore di�erent numbers and optimize

the sampling process. We observe data imbalance (discussed in Section 4.4.3), and

implements a re-sampling method to potentially solve the problem, but the usefulness

of this re-sampling method is not presented with controlled experiments.
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